INTERESTING LITTLE VILLAGE

ON THE RIM OF THE CANYON

Bright Angel Lodge and Cabins will charm every Grand Canyon visitor, old and new, who enjoys complete comfort minus all formality. The rambling, one-story structures form a picturesque group on the Canyon’s very rim... a little village of log, stone and adobe that seems to have magically “grown up” from its natural surroundings. Yet, in addition to its unpretentious charm and informal atmosphere, the new Bright Angel “village”... in the South Rim... has a very practical appeal for the visitor. The guest lodges and individual cabins offer an unusual variety of comfortable living quarters, with a broad price range. Close by is El Tovar, one of America’s finest resort hotels. We invite you to make a “picture-tour” of Bright Angel through the following pages of this booklet.

*Reached direct by the Santa Fe— the only railroad entering Grand Canyon National Park.
THE MAIN LODGE
-- in rustic log-cabin style
Here you may read or write or just “loaf” in the spacious lobby and lounge, with their rustic log beams and huge stone fireplaces . . . or drop into the sunny Coffee Room for a pleasant meal. Information desk and booking office for Grand Canyon motor tours and trail trips are conveniently located in the lobby.

ONLY TWENTY-FIVE FEET
-- from the Canyon’s rim
Large sliding doors open from the lounge onto this sunny, stone-flagged terrace, extending to the very brink of the Canyon. And as you gaze down, down, down . . . upon sheer walls and mighty spires of rock bathed in a sea of ever-changing color, you feel the full spell of “this surpassing wonder”.
There's a pleasing air of
WESTERN INFORMALITY
about the lounge

No one is "high hat" at Bright Angel Lodge. On the contrary, the easy air of good-natured fellowship which seems to radiate from the surroundings makes everybody feel perfectly at home. Cowboy entertainers, with their orchestra and singers, help to liven things up in the evenings.

"PICTURE WINDOWS"
afford striking views of the Canyon

In the rustic lounge, two special windows reveal magnificent and unusual Grand Canyon vistas. The large fireplace, built of strata rock taken from the depths of the chasm, presents an intrigueing study in the geologic history of the Grand Canyon.
Thousands of Grand Canyon visitors in the past have stopped to admire the quaint and historic cabin of "Bucky" O'Neill, western sheriff, miner, Rough Rider and builder of the famous Bright Angel Trail. This cabin has been preserved as a part of the Bucky O'Neill Guest Lodge. The nearby Powell Lodge is named for Major John Wesley Powell, first explorer of the Colorado River.

Rustic simplicity — with modern convenience

The rooms in the guest lodges, like their exteriors, reflect the informality and native charm of the Southwestern country. Every comfort has been provided, but always with unpretentious simplicity. And the range of accommodations is unusually wide, to fit individual needs and budgets.
RUSTIC CABINS
-
-
- of log and adobe

If you prefer cabin life, there's a wide choice at Bright Angel. These attractive log and adobe structures...including the larger Rim Cabins with their delightful views of the Canyon...range in size from one to four rooms. Their interesting architectural style was suggested by the primitive dwellings of the Southwest’s early settlers.

Comfortable living
-
-
at
moderate prices

If you happen to be traveling on a limited budget, certain Bright Angel cabins will exactly meet your requirements for comfortable and attractive accommodations. Or, if your budget is less restricted, other types of cabins offer larger living quarters and added conveniences.